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AO basis: VQZ (165 cGTOs) + sp (AVQZ)
          
   
                          
         
C
3
 (T) contribution about equally important as CCSD contribution
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"A rather unusual basis set dependence was found which results in significant 
discrepancies with the available experimental data if, e.g., the cc-pCVQZ or larger 
basis sets are employed."
J. Phys. Chem. A 117, 3332 (2013)
Basis set dependence of bending potential
Potential energy surface of C
3
 from coupled-cluster based 
composite approach
● Basic contribution by explicitly correlated coupled cluster theory (Werner et al.)
● Core-core and core-valence correlation (CV): CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCV5Z
● Scalar relativity (SR): DKH2 fc-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ(-DK)
● Higher-order correlation (HC) up to CCSDTQP:
fc-CCSD(T)-F12b with scaling of triple substitutions (T*)
AO basis: aug-cc-pV5Z
(Q)-(T) CCSDT(Q) – CCSD(T)  / cc-pVQZ
Q-(Q) CCSDTQ – CCSDT(Q)  / spd(cc-pVTZ)
P-Q CCSDTQP – CCSDTQ / cc-pVDZ
Program systems employed: MOLPRO 2012.1 (including Kallay's MRCC)
Dalton 2013.1
F12bs
Significance of smaller contributions
contribution ΔR
e
 / Å ω
1
 / cm-1 ω
3
 / cm-1
CV -0.00349 +7.3 +10.8
SR -0.00019 -0.3 -0.3
(Q)-(T) +0.00103 -4.6 -15.1
Q-(Q) -0.00029 +2.3 +4.4
P-Q +0.00010 -0.7 +1.1
● Perturbative (Q) has a slight tendency to overestimate.
● CV contribution in case of ω
3
 is almost perfectly cancelled by other contributions.
Equilibrium bond length from composite PEF:   R
e
 = 1.29397 Å 
Smaller contributions to bending potential:
Polynomial representation of near-equilibrium PES
● range considered: -0.15 Å ≤ ΔR
1,2
 ≤ 0.2 Å and 0° ≤ θ ≤ 100°
 
● number of points for F12bs contribution: 332
● Standard deviation of F12bs contribution: 0.05 cm-1
● 55 non-redundant parameters C
ijk
 in final PES
Calculated and experimental spectroscopic parameters (in cm-1)a
● Ratio of quartic centrifugal distortion constants D
0
/D
e
 as high as 7.75
● Ratio of sextic centrifugal distortion constants H
0
/H
e
 calculated to be 7090
State G
v
B
v
D
v
q
v
q
vJ
(0,00,0) 0.43063 1.56
(0.43057) (1.47)
(0,11,0) 63.27 0.44243 2.37 5.706 -0.97
(63.42) (0.44240) (2.34) (5.693) (-0.89)
(1,00,0) 1224.56 0.42501 0.72
(1224.49) (0.42501) (0.78)
(0,00,1) 2039.59 0.43562 4.32
(2040.02) (0.43570) (4.31)
a experimental values in parentheses
The new interstellar cation l-C
3
H+
● 8 radio lines found through IRAM-30 m line survey of the Horsehead PDR 
(Pety et al. 2012)
● Assignment questioned by theory employing “state-of-the-art and proven high-
accuracy quantum chemical techniques” (Huang et al., 2013) and proposal of 
alternative carrier, namely l-C
3
H- (Fortenberry et al., 2013)
● Rejection of anionic alternative, since no observational evidence of K
a
=1 lines 
was obtained (McGuire et al., 2014)
● Laboratory rotational spectrum of l-C
3
H+ measured in the millimeter-wave band 
through a mass-selective action spectroscopy method based on light induced 
reactions (Brünken et al., 2014)
Some spectroscopic parameters for l-C
3
H+
CCSD(T*)-F12b Composite Huang et al. (2013)
α
1  
(MHz) 32.9 32.9 33.5
α
2  
(MHz) 74.3 74.8 74.8
α
3  
(MHz) 36.9 37.9 37.1
α
4  
(MHz) -3.1 -3.1 -2.6
α
5  
(MHz) -157.1 -151.0 -157.3
D
e 
(kHz) 4.229 4.274 4.248
ΔB
0 
(MHz) 88.1 81.3 87.2
B
0 
(MHz)a 11209.4 11246.4 11262.7
a Experimental value: 11244.950 MHz (Brünken et al. 2014).
P. Botschwina, C. Stein, P. Sebald, B. Schröder, R. Oswald, 2014, ApJ, 787:72.
CCC bending potentials and ratios f
D 
= D
0
(exp.)/D
e
(theor.)
D
e
(theor.)
D
0
(exp.)
f
D
C
3
N- 0.633 0.686 1.08
C
3
O 0.538 0.777 1.44
l-C
3
H+ 4.274 7.709 1.80
C
3
6.077 44.099 7.26
Conclusions and outlook
● New very accurate near-equilibrium potential energy surface established for C
3
 
→ significance of very large basis sets at fc-CCSD(T) and importance of
 higher-order correlation demonstrated
● Spectroscopic parameters for some lower-lying vibrational states presented 
showing very good agreement with available experimental data
● Ongoing work on the analysis of a larger number of further vibrational states in 
cooperation with H. Linnartz and coworkers
● Extension of potential energy function for l-C
3
H+ to 6 dimensions, followed by 
VPT2 and variational calculations (in cooperation with M. Mladenovic)
